There are 700 animals here at Knowsley Safari.
To learn a little more about them use the signs at the animal enclosures to answer the questions on this
worksheet.

As you explore the walk around area think about the animals and their adaptations.

What is an adaptation?
Why do animals need adaptations?

The capybara is the largest ........................................ in the world.
It lives in the rainforests of .........................................................
Capybara can hold their breath for .............. minutes!
Capybara swim to avoid their predators. What are predators of capybara? ..............................................................................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

Their ……… , …………. and
……………... are all on the
tops of their heads so
they can still see hear,
see and smell while they
are swimming

Capybara are
herbivores with sharp
………… that never stop
growing. They chew
on………..………... to
prevent them from
over growing

They have webbed
feet to help them
swim.

They have lots of fatty
tissue so they can
float when swimming

They have very coarse hair
to dry out quickly when
back on land

A tapir’s closest relatives are ………………….. and ……………………
Tapirs live in ……………………………………………………………………………………………………
They can hold their breath for up to …………………………….

What colour is a baby tapir?
……………………………...

They swim to cool themselves
down and they wallow in mud to
protect their skin

Why is it this colour?
……………………………….
They use their nose to
reach up and grab fruit or
strip the leaves off of
bushes and trees to eat.
Tapirs have been known to
eat…………………………………. of
vegetation in one day!
They eat ……….. , ……… and
………..

They even use their noses
as ………………………….

Sitatunga can be found in the following countries………………………, ……………………… and
………………………………….
Their predators include ………………………………… and …………………………….

They have elongated
……………………… with a wide
splay, to cope with swampy
terrain

Sitatunga are browsers,
mainly eating …………… ,
………………… and other
vegetation

Female Sitatungas are a
………………………………
…………………………………
Colour. This helps them to
camouflage
They have long thin legs
which means they are
good at running on boggy
ground. This helps them
get away from predators.

The giraffe is the worlds ………………………………… animal
New born giraffe calves begin their lives by falling …………………………………… to the ground
Use the signs at the giraffe enclosure to write information about the giraffes in the boxes below

Tongue:

Lifespan:

Weight:

Sleep:

Gestation:

Height:

What season are you visiting Knowsley Safari?

Can you write down two birds that you are likely to see in this season?

There are over 500 species of birds in the U.K. They come in all different shapes, colours and sizes! Birds have lots of important jobs that help the environment! Some birds help flowers and plants to grow by depositing seeds in their poop!
Some birds clean up dead animals and stop the spread of disease!
Why don’t you head over to our bird hide and write down all the different birds you can see? Remember- the quieter you
are the more birds you will spot!
Birds I spotted today:
What we saw (species)

Number we saw (abundance)

Where we saw it (microhabitat)

Robin

3

On the floor

Did you know without plants animals could not survive (including you and I!)? That is because plants are the lungs of
the Earth- they provide oxygen for us to breathe! They also provide food for lots of different animals!
Can you search for 3 leaves on the floor that all look different and then sketch them in the space below?

Using the boards around the trail can you identify the leaves below?

Estimate the height of a tree by looking through your legs upside down and walking away from
the tree. Once you can see the top get someone to measure the distance between you and the
tree! (Tip: if you don’t have a tape measure you can estimate by using 1 stride = 1 metre).

Many invertebrates act like dustbin-men of the woodland. Without them our woodland will be full of rotting leaves
and dead animals! You may not see it but they are super important to us!
Take a few minutes to search under leaves and rocks to see if you can spot anything hiding! Make sure you put
everything back where you found it though!
Use the space below to sketch some of the bugs you found

As a group can you think of any ways you could encourage more wildlife to your school grounds?
e.g. plant wildflowers to attract bees and other insects

Meekats eat meat. What is a scientific word
for an animal that eats meat?.......................................
Where do you find meerkats in the wild?...............................................................
What do you call a group of meerkats?................................................
How many meerkats can live together?..........................................................
Why do meerkats have long claws?.......................................................
Do meerkats have a good sense of smell?.............................................
What animals are the meerkats always on high alert for?...........................................

Use the signs between the bats and the dodgems to answer these questions about water.
What percentage of the earth’s surface is covered in water?
How much water can an elephant drink in a day?
On average, how much water do we use in a day?
Can you name 2 ways we can save water?
Use the space below to write 3 facts about water from the signs:

During your visit to Knowsley Safari pick your favourite animal and draw it on the postcard below. Try to include as
much detail as possible and the environment the animal is in.
Once you get back to school, cut the postcard out, fold it in half and using glue stick it together. Then write on the back
of the postcard about your favourite animal and what you did during your visit to the Safari.

